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Abstract
We show that an LK proof of size m of a monotone sequent (a sequent that contains only
formulas in the basis 4; 3) can be turned into a proof containing only monotone formulas of
size mOðlog mÞ and with the number of proof lines polynomial in m: Also we show that some
interesting special cases, namely the functional and the onto versions of Pigeonhole Principle
and a version of the Matching Principle, have polynomial size monotone proofs. We prove
that LK is polynomially bounded if and only if its monotone fragment is.
r 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The main subject of proof complexity is the study of the lengths of proofs in
propositional calculus. The ultimate goal is to prove that in no proof system the
lengths of proofs can be bounded by a polynomial, which would prove NPacoNP;
cf. [6]. Similarly as in other areas of complexity theory, we are able to prove
exponential lower bounds only for very restricted proof systems. The most known is
the exponential lower bound for propositional Resolution [7]. Using a different
method, the so-called feasible interpolation, one can reduce proving a lower bound
for Resolution to the well-known exponential lower bounds on monotone boolean
circuits [9,11,13]. Thus, it is natural to look for more relations between monotone
computations and propositional proof systems, in particular, to look for a proof
system that would correspond to monotone boolean circuits. The most obvious idea
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is to restrict some proof systems that use all boolean formulas only to monotone
formulas. Recall that a monotone formula is a formula in the basis f3; 4g: Since no
monotone formula is a tautology, one cannot use to this end proof systems in which
the proof steps consist of single formulas. In proof theory the most used system is the
sequent calculus LK. In sequent calculus a proof line, called a sequent, consists of two
sequences of formulas separated by A: The meaning is that the conjunction of the
ﬁrst set implies the disjunction of the second set. Now the restriction to sequents that
contain only monotone formulas is very natural. One can express almost all the
studied tautologies as monotone sequents. Further motivation for this calculus is
given by the fact that it can be viewed as an extension of resolution and as a
subsystem of the intuitionistic propositional calculus (see [3]).
The study of the propositional monotone sequent calculus (MLK) was proposed
in [12]. As there are monotone functions that can be computed by monotone circuits
of exponential size only, while they can be computed by polynomial size circuits if
negation is allowed [15], it was conjectured that a similar gap should be between
proof systems that do not use negation and those that do. Contrary to this
expectation we show that the gap is at most quasipolynomial. More precisely, a
general proof of size m of a monotone sequent can be transformed into a monotone
proof of size at most mOðlog mÞ : Furthermore, if one counts only the number of proof
lines, then our simulation is polynomial. Our proof uses an idea from circuit
complexity, the so-called slice functions (see [17]). These are monotone functions such
that, for some k; the value of the function is 0 on all inputs with less than k ones and
it is 1 on all inputs with more than k ones. For such functions their circuit complexity
does not depend essentially on whether we use negations or not. While slice functions
are very special monotone boolean functions, we apply the idea to arbitrary
monotone sequents.
We also show that in some special cases the simulation is in fact polynomial. We
consider two well-known variants of the pigeonhole principle (PHP). The onto PHP
(OPHP) states that there is no one-to-one correspondence from a set of n þ 1
elements onto a set of n elements. The functional PHP (FPHP) states that there
is no one-to-one function from a set of n þ 1 elements into a set of n elements
(a correspondence differs from a function in that each element may have more
than one image in the former, but not in the latter). All three principles PHP, OPHP,
and FPHP, have been used, often interchangeably, in the literature. As a matter of
fact, Cook and Reckhow considered the FPHP in their original paper. We show that
for proofs of OPHP and FPHP the monotone simulation of LK proofs is
polynomial. Thus, using a result of Buss [4] that (all versions of) PHP have
polynomial proofs in the sequent calculus, we get also polynomial size monotone
proofs of the two versions of PHP. Finally, we consider the monotone formulation
of the matching principle that appears in [10] and get polynomial size monotone
proofs as well.
Using our technique we derive the following interesting result: MLK is
polynomially bounded if and only if LK is. Recall that a system is called
polynomially bounded if there is a polynomial bound to the minimal proof of every
tautology. Thus, our result says that proving that MLK is not polynomially bounded
is as hard as the same for LK, and consequently as for any Frege system [6].
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we deﬁne the sequent calculus LK
and its monotone restriction MLK. In Section 3 we show that MLK quasipolynomially simulates LK on monotone sequents. Section 4 is devoted to show polynomial
size MLK proofs for some restricted versions of the PHP and the matching principle.
In Section 5 we prove that MLK is polynomially bounded if and only if LK is. In the
last section we conclude with some open problems.
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2. Monotone calculus
All our propositional formulas are over the basis f0; 1; 4; 3; :g: We will assume
some familiarity with the propositional fragment of the Gentzen sequent calculus
LK as deﬁned, e.g., in the book by Takeuti [14]. By an abuse of notation we use LK
for the propositional fragment, as we do not consider other than propositional
proofs (this concerns also other notation). For completeness, we present the rules
and axioms of LK. For formulas j and c; and sequences of formulas G; G0 ; D; and D0
we have
Axioms:
jAj

0AG

GA1

Left structural rules:
G; j; j; DAG0 G; j; c; DAG0
G; j; DAG0
G; c; j; DAG0

GAG0
j; GAG0

Right structural rules:
G0 AG; j; j; D G0 AG; j; c; D
G0 AG; j; D
G0 AG; c; j; D

G0 AG
G0 AG; j

Cut rule:
GAD; j j; G0 AD0
G; G0 AD; D0
Left logical rules:
j; c; GAD
ðj4cÞ; GAD

j; GAD c; G0 AD0
ðj3cÞ; G; G0 AD; D0

GAj; D
:j; GAD

Right logical rules:
GAD; j; c
GAD; j G0 AD0 ; c G; jAD
GAD; ðj3cÞ G; G0 AD; D0 ; ðj4cÞ GAD; :j
As usual, a proof in LK is a sequence of sequents, or lines, of the form GAD
each of which is either an initial axiom, or has been obtained by a rule of LK
from two previous lines in the sequence. The sequence constitutes a proof of the
last sequent. When we restrict the proofs in such a way that each derived sequent can
be used only once as a premise in a rule of the proof, we say that the system is treelike.
The size of a formula j; denoted by 7j7; is the overall number of symbols used in
it. The size of the proof is the sum of the sizes of the formulas in it.
The MLK is the subsystem of LK in which all formulas are positive; that is,
all formulas are over the monotone basis f4; 3g; thus, the negation rules
are prohibited. Note that there are no monotone formulas that are
tautologies (except for the truth constant 1), so the concept of a monotone
true statement makes sense only in the sequent calculus. On the other hand, most
of the studied tautologies can easily be presented as monotone sequents. A typical
example is the PHP which can be encoded as a monotone sequent in the following
form:
PHPnþ1
:¼
n

n^
þ1

n
_

i¼1 j¼1

pi;j A

n
n_
þ1
_
k¼1 i;j¼1
iaj

ðpi;k 4pj;k Þ:
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3. Monotone simulation of LK
The key idea to prove that negations are powerless to compute k-slice boolean
functions fk is as follows. Prove that in a De Morgan circuit (a circuit over the basis
f4; 3; :g with all negations in front of the variables) we can replace every negated
variable :xi by a polynomial size monotone circuit Ci ; called the pseudocomplement
of xi with respect to fk , which is equivalent to :xi on all inputs with exactly k ones
(see [17]).
We use this idea to obtain MLK simulations of LK. First, we deﬁne a system,
LK-De Morgan, in which negations are applied only to variables. Then, we
show that in proving monotone sequents, LK-De Morgan efﬁciently simulates
LK. Finally, we prove that whenever we know how to replace negated variables by monotone formulas (the pseudocomplements), then LK-De Morgan
proofs of monotone sequents can be easily transformed into MLK proofs
(Theorem 1).
This last result will then be used: (1) to give monotone simulations of LK by
proving that we can always deﬁne quasipolynomial size pseudocomplement formulas
for any negated variable (Section 3.2), and (2) to give polynomial size MLK proofs
of some speciﬁc classes of monotone tautologies for which we can improve the size of
the pseudocomplements to a polynomial (Section 4).
3.1. De Morgan sequent calculus
We say that a formula is in De Morgan normal form if all the negations occur in
front of the variables. For every formula j; let pðjÞ be a formula in De Morgan
normal form that is equivalent to j: Observe that pðjÞ is uniformly obtained from j
by pushing the negations to the atoms according to the De Morgan rules. Observe
that pð::jÞ ¼ pðjÞ; and that the size of pðjÞ is linear in the size of j:
We deﬁne LK-De Morgan to be the subsystem of LK in which all formulas are in
De Morgan normal form; that is, all formulas have the negations pushed down to
the atoms, and the negation rules are only allowed over variables.
Lemma 1. The sequents ApðjÞ; pð:jÞ and pðjÞ; pð:jÞA have tree-like LK-De
Morgan proofs of size Oð7j72 Þ:
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of j: If j is atomic, say x; then the
sequents Ax; :x and x; :xA are derivable in one step from the axiom xAx: Suppose
next that j is of the form c4y: By induction hypothesis, the sequents ApðcÞ; pð:cÞ
and ApðyÞ; pð:yÞ have tree-like LK-De Morgan proofs of size quadratic in the sizes
of c and y; respectively. By means of weakening we derive ApðcÞ; pð:cÞ; pð:yÞ and
ApðyÞ; pð:cÞ; pð:yÞ: Right 4-introduction followed by right 3-introduction gives
ApðcÞ4pðyÞ; pð:cÞ3pð:yÞ: The size of the proof is clearly quadratic in the size of j:
The sequent pðcÞ4pðyÞ; pð:cÞ3pð:yÞA is derived similarly. When j is of the form
c3y reason dually. Finally, suppose that j is of the form :c: By induction
hypothesis, the sequent ApðcÞ; pð:cÞ has a tree-like LK-De Morgan proof of size
quadratic in the size of c: Since pð::cÞ ¼ pðcÞ; we immediately have a tree-like LKDe Morgan proof of Apð:cÞ; pð::cÞ of the same size. Reason similarly for the
sequent pð:cÞ; pð::cÞA: &
Theorem 1. Let S and G be sequences of formulas. If SAG has a tree-like LK-proof of
size S, then pðSÞApðGÞ has a tree-like LK-De Morgan proof of size OðS 2 Þ:
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Proof. Suppose that SAG has a tree-like LK-proof P of size S: By induction on P;
for each sequent S0 AG0 in P we obtain an LK-De Morgan proof of pðS0 ÞApðG0 Þ:
Observe that the only LK rules that do not preserve the De Morgan restriction are
the two negation rules. For each right :-introduction rule in P of the form
S0 ; jAG0
;
S0 A:j; G0
we simulate the inference
pðS0 Þ; pðjÞApðG0 Þ
pðS0 ÞApð:jÞ; pðG0 Þ
in the new proof by means of a cut with ApðjÞ; pð:jÞ; which can be derived in
Oðjjj2 Þ steps according to Lemma 1. Similarly, each left :-introduction rule in P is
replaced by an inference involving a cut with pðjÞ; pð:jÞA: The size of the new proof
is clearly OðS2 Þ: &
Theorem 2. Let S and G be sequences of monotone formulas with all variables within
x1 ; y; xn : Suppose that for every iAf1; y; ng there exists a monotone formula ji such
that the sequents SAxi ; ji ; G and S; ji ; xi AG have tree-like MLK-proofs of size at
most R. Then, if SAG has a tree-like LK-proof of size S, then it has a tree-like MLKproof of size OðS 2 þ RS 2 Þ:
Proof. Suppose that SAG has a tree-like LK-proof of size S: Since S and G are
sequences of monotone formulas, we have that pðSÞ ¼ S and pðGÞ ¼ G: Therefore,
by Theorem 1, the sequent SAG has a tree-like LK-De Morgan proof P of size
OðS2 Þ: Consider the following transformation on P: First, add S to the left of each
sequent and G to the right of each sequent by weakening on the axioms. Then,
replace each occurrence of :xi in P by ji : It remains to see how to simulate the rules
of :-introduction. Consider such an application in P
S0 ; xi AG0
:
S0 A:xi ; G0
We need to simulate the inference
S; S0 ; xi AG0 ; G
:
S; S0 Aji ; G0 ; G
This is straightforward: derive SAxi ; ji ; G; cut on xi ; and apply some structural
rules. The simulation of a left :-introduction rule is symmetrical by means of a cut
with S; ji ; xi AG: The size of the new proof is clearly OðS 2 þ RS 2 Þ: &

3.2. Using threshold formulas to simulate LK
Recall the following deﬁnitions from [2].
For every n and kAf0; y; ng; let THnk :P
f0; 1gn -f0; 1g be the boolean function
n
such that THk ða1 ; y; an Þ ¼ 1 if and only if ki¼1 ai Xk; for every ða1 ; y; an ÞAf0; 1gn :
Each THnk is called a threshold function.
The threshold functions are central in the monotone simulation of non-monotone
circuits computing slice functions. First they can be computed by polynomial size
monotone circuits (see [16]). Moreover, it is possible to show (see [17]) that
THnk 1 ða1 ; yai 1 ; aiþ1 ; y; an Þ is the pseudocomplement of xi with respect to
computations of the k-slice function over n variables.
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We follow a similar approach to prove a monotone simulation of nonmonotone proofs. Consider the deﬁnition of monotone threshold formulas: th10 ðxÞ :
¼ 1; th11 ðxÞ :¼ x; th1k ðxÞ :¼ 0 for every k > 1; and for every n > 1 and kX0; deﬁne the
formula
_
n=2
n n=2
thnk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ :¼
ðthi ðx1 ; y; xn=2 Þ4thj
ðxn=2þ1 ; y; xn ÞÞ;
ði;jÞAIkn

where Ikn ¼ fði; jÞ : 0pipn=2; 0pjpn n=2; i þ jXkg and n=2 is an abbreviation for
In=2m: It is straightforward to prove that thnk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ computes the boolean
function THnk : On the other hand, it is easy to prove, by induction on n; that the size
of thnk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ is bounded by nOðlog nÞ :
We use the threshold formulas to deﬁne the pseudocomplement formulas in the
sequent calculus in a way similar to the circuits simulation. The main property we
prove (see Lemma 5) says that, when exactly k among all the variables are true, the
formula thnk ðx1 ; y; xi =0; y; xn Þ is the pseudocomplement of xi : Since we prove this
property for each k ¼ 1; y; n; it follows that we can always replace a negated
variable by a monotone formula.
We start by giving some preliminary properties of the threshold formulas.
Recall that if j and c are formulas and x is a variable, the notation jðx=cÞ
stands for the formula that results of replacing every occurrence of x (if any) in j
by c:
Lemma 2 (Atserias et al. [2]). If j is a monotone formula, the sequents (i)
jAx; jðx=0Þ; (ii) jðx=1Þ; xAj have tree-like MLK-proofs of size Oð7j72 Þ:
Lemma 3 (Atserias et al. [2]). For every n; m; and l with 0ompn and 0plpn; the
sequent
thnm 1 ðx1 ; y; xl =0; y; xn ÞAthnm ðx1 ; y; xl =1; y; xn Þ
has tree-like MLK-proofs with nOð1Þ lines and size nOðlog nÞ :
The polynomial bound on the number of proof lines is not stated explicitly in [2],
but an easy inspection of the proof gives it. The next lemma easily follows from the
deﬁnitions of the threshold formulas.
Lemma 4. For every n and k with k > n; the sequents
(i) thnk ðx1 ; y; xn ÞA and
(ii) Athn0 ðx1 ; y; xn Þ
have tree-like MLK proofs with nOð1Þ lines and size nOðlog nÞ :
For k and i with 0pkpn and 1pipn; the k-pseudocomplement of xi is, by
deﬁnition, the monotone formula thnk ðx1 ; y; xi =0; y; xn Þ: The next lemma guarantees that the hypothesis of Theorem 2 hold for any of the k-pseudocomplement
formulas and any monotone sequent SAG with variables within x1 ; y; xn such that
S contains thnk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ and G contains thnkþ1 ðx1 ; y; xn Þ:
Lemma 5. For every k and i with 0pkpn and 1pipn the sequents
(i) thnk ðx1 ; y; xn ÞAthnkþ1 ðx1 ; y; xn Þ; thnk ðx1 ; y; xi =0; y; xn Þ; xi
(ii) xi ; thnk ðx1 ; y; xi =0; y; xn Þ; thnk ðx1 ; y; xn ÞAthnkþ1 ðx1 ; y; xn Þ
have tree-like MLK-proofs with nOð1Þ lines and size nOðlog nÞ :
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Proof. The ﬁrst sequent follows from right weakening on Lemma 2(i). For the
second, from Lemma 2(ii) we have xi ; thnkþ1 ðx1 ; y; xi =1; y; xn ÞAthnkþ1 ðx1 ; y; xn Þ:
Moreover, Lemma 3 gives thnk ðx1 ; y; xi =0; y; xn ÞAthnkþ1 ðx1 ; y; xi =1; y; xn Þ: The
sequent in (ii) is obtained by cutting and then adding thnk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ by left
weakening. &
Theorem 3. Let SAG be a monotone sequent with n variables. If SAG has an LKproof of size S; then SAG has a tree-like MLK-proof with S Oð1Þ lines and size
S Oð1Þ nOðlog nÞ :
Proof. By Theorem 2 and the well-known result that tree-like LK polynomially
simulates LK [8], it will be sufﬁcient to simulate tree-like LK-De Morgan proofs by
tree-like MLK proofs. Let P be a tree-like LK-De Morgan proof of SAG of size S:
By the previous lemma and Theorem 2, for each kAf0; y; ng we obtain tree-like
MLK proofs of the sequents thnk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ; SAG; thnkþ1 ðx1 ; y; xn Þ each one with
S Oð1Þ lines and size SOð1Þ nOðlog nÞ : Finally, n consecutive cuts give us a proof of the
sequent thn0 ðx1 ; y; xn Þ; SAG; thnnþ1 ðx1 ; y; xn Þ from which we obtain the theorem
using Lemma 4. &
Corollary 1. Tree-like MLK quasipolynomially simulates LK on monotone sequents.
In particular, tree-like MLK quasipolynomially simulates MLK:
Notice that the proof of Theorem 3 shows that the number of lines of the resulting
MLK proof is polynomial in n and the number of lines of the original LK proof.
This observation reveals that any proof of a superpolynomial gap between LK and
MLK, if any, should focus on size and not on the number of lines.
Finally, since every MLK-proof can be polynomially simulated by a proof in the
intuitionistic calculus JK (see [3]) we get the following.
Corollary 2. The intuitionistic calculus JK quasipolynomially simulates LK on
monotone sequents.
Note, however, that this is unlikely for intuitionistically valid non-monotone
sequents, see [5].

4. Pigeonhole and matching principles
The PHP states that if n þ 1 pigeons go into n holes, then there is some hole with
more than one pigeon sitting in it. Recall its deﬁnition as a monotone sequent in
Section 2. We consider two well-known variants of this principle. The OPHP
requires the mapping to be onto the set of holes. The FPHP requires the mapping to
send every pigeon to exactly one hole. Their propositional formulations as monotone
sequents are as follows:
OPHPnþ1
:¼
n

n^
þ1

n
_

pi;j 4

i¼1 j¼1

:¼
FPHPnþ1
n

n^
þ1

n
_

i¼1 j¼1

n n_
þ1
^

pi;j A

j¼1 i¼1

pi;j A

n
n_
þ1
_
k¼1 i;j¼1
iaj

n
n_
þ1
_

ðpi;k 4pj;k Þ;

k¼1 i;j¼1
iaj

ðpi;k 4pj;k Þ3

n_
þ1

n
_

k¼1 i;j¼1
iaj

ðpk;i 4pk;j Þ:
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Using Corollary 1 and Buss’ polynomial size LK proofs of the PHPnþ1
n ; we give
another proof of the main result of [2].
Theorem 4 (Atserias et al. [2]). PHPnþ1
has MLK-proofs of size quasipolynomial in n.
n
We can improve this result showing that the principles OPHP, FPHP and a perfect
matching principle (PM) that we introduce later admit polynomial size MLK-proofs.
Theorem 5. FPHPnnþ1 and OPHPnþ1
have tree-like MLK-proofs of size polynomial
n
in n.
Proof. Buss proved that PHPnnþ1 has a Frege proof of size polynomial in n; and
therefore, so do FPHPnnþ1 and OPHPnnþ1 : Since tree-like LK polynomially simulates
any Frege system [8], they also have polynomial-size tree-like LK-proofs. We ﬁrst
consider FPHPnnþ1 : For every iAf1; y; n þ 1g and jAf1; y; ng; let jij be the formula
W
0
j 0 aj pi;j 0 where j ranges over f1; y; ng: Let LFPHP be the left-hand side of the
nþ1
sequent FPHPn ; and let RFPHP be the right-hand side of the sequent FPHPnnþ1 :
We claim that the sequents
LFPHPApi;j ; jij ; RFPHP;

ð1Þ

LFPHP; jij ; pi;j ARFPHP

ð2Þ

have tree-like MLK-proofs of size polynomial in n: The result will follow for
FPHPnþ1
by Theorem 2. For sequent (1) reason as follows. For every j 0 Af1; y; ng;
n
we have pi;j 0 Api;1 ; y; pi;n ; RFPHP by right weakening
on the axiom pi;j0 Api;j0 and
W
structural rules. By left 3-introduction we get nj¼1 pi;j Api;1 ; y; pi;n ; RFPHP: Left
weakening and left 4-introduction gives LFPHPApi;1 ; y; pi;n ; RFPHP: Finally,
some structural rules and right 3-introduction give sequent (1). For sequent (2)
reason as follows. For every j; j 0 Af1; y; n þ 1g such that jaj 0 ; we have
pi;j ; pi;j 0 Api;j 4pi;j0 easily. Left weakening, right weakening and right 3-introduction
give LFPHP; pi;j ; pi;j0 ARFPHP: Finally, left 3-introduction for W
every j 0 aj gives
nþ1
sequent (2). As regards OPHPn ; one simply needs to deﬁne jij as i0 ai pi0 ;j where i0
ranges over f1; y; n þ 1g; and reason analogously. &
Let us be given a graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ on n ¼ 3m nodes. We consider the following
matching principle PMn formulated in [10]. If X is a set of m edges forming a perfect
matching in G and Y is an m 1 subset of V ; then there is some edge ðu; vÞAX such
that neither u nor v are in V : To encode this principle as a monotone sequent we use
variables xi;k for iA½m and kA½3m whose intended meaning is that the node k is in
the ith edge of the matching, and variables :yi;k for iA½m 1 and kA½3m whose
intended meaning is that the node k is the ith element in Y : We will encode the fact
that there is a perfect matching on m edges in G by an m 3m matrix such that in
each row there are exactly two 1’s and in each column there is at most one 1. Notice
that our formula has depth 3.
^
_
X ð1Þ :¼
ðxi;k 4xi;k0 Þ;
iA½m

X ð2Þ :¼
X ð3Þ :¼

k;k0 A½3m ;kak0

^

^

iA½m

k;l;hA½3m ;kalahak

^

^

i;i0 A½m ;iai0 kA½3m

ð:xi;k 3:xi;l 3:xi;h Þ;
ð:xi;k 3:xi0 ;k Þ:
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Similarly, we will encode that Y is an m 1 subset of V ; by an ðm 1Þ 3m
matrix in which for each row there is exactly one 0 and in each column there is at
most one 0 (recall that the presence of a node in Y is indicated by a negated
variable).
^
^
ðyi;k 3yi0 ;k Þ;
Y ð1Þ :¼
i;i0 A½m 1 ;iai0 kA½3m

^

^

i;A½m 1

k;k0 A½3m ;kak0

Y ð2Þ :¼

Y ð3Þ :¼

^

_

iA½m 1

kA½3m

ðyi;k 3yi;k0 Þ;

:yi;k :

The last formula that we introduce means that there is an edge such that neither of
its endpoints is in Y :
!
_
_
^
^
XY :¼
xi;k 4xi;k0
yi;k
yi;k0 :
iA½m

k;k0 A½3m ;kak0

iA½m 1

iA½m 1

Then the PM3m principle is expressed by the following sequent:
(1) X ð1Þ; X ð2Þ; X ð3Þ; Y ð1Þ; Y ð2Þ; Y ð3ÞAXY :
It is easy to see that this sequent can be transformed into a monotone sequent.
Consider the formulas X ðiÞ> :¼ :X ðiÞ for i ¼ 2; 3; and Y ð3Þ> :¼ :Y ð3Þ: Then ð1Þ is
equivalent to the monotone sequent
X ð1Þ; Y ð1Þ; Y ð2ÞAX ð2Þ> ; X ð3Þ> ; Y ð3Þ> ; XY
Notice that, as observed in [10], PM3m can be reduced
to OPHPm
m 1 : However, we
W
need to deﬁne the PHP variables pi;j as pi;j :¼ kA½3m ðxi;k 4:yj;k Þ which is not a
monotone formula. Therefore, the reduction cannot be proved in MLK. In any case,
we can get polynomial size MLK proofs for PM3m principle directly.
Theorem 6. PMn has tree-like MLK-proofs of size polynomial in n.
Proof. The proof follows the same lines of the previous theorem given that [10] gave
polynomial size LK proofs for PMn : Deﬁne for each iA½m and for each kA½3m the
pseudocomplement formula jxi;k for xi;k as
_
jxi;k :¼
ðxi;k0 4xi;k00 Þ:
k0 ;k00 A½3m ;k0 ak00 ;k0 ;k00 ak

For each iA½m
for yi;k as
jyi;k :¼

1 and for each kA½3m deﬁne the pseudocomplement formula jyi;k
^

yi;k0 :

k0 A½3m ;k0 ak

We prove that for each iA½m ; for each jA½m 1 ; for each kA½3m the following
sequents have polynomial size tree-like MLK proofs:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

X ð1Þ; xi;k ; jxi;k AX ð2Þ> ; X ð3Þ> :
X ð1ÞAxi;k ; jxi;k ; X ð2Þ> ; X ð3Þ> :
Y ð1Þ; Y ð2Þ; yj;k ; jyj;k AY ð3Þ> :
Y ð1Þ; Y ð2ÞAyj;k ; jyj;k ; Y ð3Þ> :
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The theorem then follows by the same argument used in the previous theorem. We
prove sequents (1) and (2). Sequents (3) and (4) follow by an argument similar to that
of FPHP. Observe that X ð2Þ> ; X ð3Þ> are the following formulas:
_
_
X ð2Þ> :¼
ðxi;k 4xi;l 4xi;h Þ;
iA½m

X ð3Þ> :¼

k;l;hA½3m ;kalahak

_

_

ðxi;k 4xi0 ;k Þ:

i;i0 A½m iai0 kA½3m

For sequent (1) reason as follows: for each k0 ak we have proofs of the sequents
xi;k 4xi;k0 Axi;k : By left 3-introduction on all the previous proofs, we can derive
W
k0 A½3m ;k0 ak ðxi;k 4xi;k0 ÞAxi;k : From this, by right weakening we have
W
(5) k0 A½3m ;k0 ak ðxi;k 4xi;k0 ÞAxi;k ; jxi;k :
For each k0 ak00 A½3m ; with k0 ; k00 ak we can derive xi;k0 4xi;k00 Axi;k0 4xi;k00 : From
this, by right weakenings, we can derive xi;k0 4xi;k00 Axi;k ; jxi;k : By left 3-introductions
on these proofs we obtain
W
(6) k0 ;k00 A½3m k0 ;k00 ak ðxi;k0 4xi;k00 ÞAxi;k ; jxi;k :
Finally by left 3-introduction between (5) and (6), left weakening, and left
4-introduction we obtain X ð1ÞAxi;k ; jxi;k ; from which (1) follows by right
weakenings.
For sequent (2) reason as follows: for each k0 ak00 A½3m ; k0 ; k00 ak; we have proofs
of the sequents xi;k ; ðxi;k0 4xi;k00 ÞAðxi;k 4xi;k0 4xi;k00 Þ: By weakenings and right
3-introduction we obtain xi;k ; ðxi;k0 4xi;k00 ÞAX ð3Þ> : By right 3-introductions on
all previous proofs we have xi;k ; jxi;k AX ð3Þ> from which the sequent ð2Þ follows by
two weakenings, left and right. &

5. MLK is polynomially bounded if and only if LK is
In this section we prove the above statement. The main part of the proof is the
following lemma.
Lemma 6. Let tnk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ be polynomial-size monotone formulas for THnk : If the
sequents of Lemmas 4 and 5 have polynomial-size LK-proofs with tnk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ instead
of thnk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ; then MLK polynomially simulates LK on monotone sequents.
Proof. Let pðnÞ be a bound on the size of tnk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ: Suppose we have LK-proofs
of all the sequents in Lemmas 4 and 5 in a single proof of size at most qðnÞ: These
2ðn þ 1Þn þ 2 sequents are called the pseudocomplement properties. We prove, by
induction on n; that all 2ðn þ 1Þn þ 2 pseudocomplement properties of tnk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ
can be obtained in a single MLK-proof of polynomial-size. This will be enough since
then we can apply the same argument as in Theorem 3 with tnk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ instead of
thnk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ:
We will obtain a recurrence sðnÞ for the size of the MLK-proofs of the
pseudocomplement properties of tnk : For n ¼ 1; the proofs are just constant size and
sðnÞ ¼VOð1Þ: Suppose n > 1 next. Deﬁne auxiliary formulas as follows. Let sn0 ¼ 1;
snn ¼ ni¼1 xi ; and for every iAf1; y; n 1g; let sni be the formula
tni 1 ðx1 ; y; xn 1 Þ3ðtni 11 ðx1 ; y; xn 1 Þ4xn Þ:
Observe that the size of snk is bounded by 2pðn 1Þ þ 3: It is easy to get MLK-proofs
of the sequents of the pseudocomplement properties for sni from those of tin 1 : The
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size of these proofs is at most lðnÞ for some polynomial lðnÞ: With these, we use the
argument of Theorem 3 with sn0 ; y; snn as threshold formulas to turn the LK-proofs
of the properties of tni into MLK-proofs of size qðnÞ þ 2qðnÞð2pðn 1Þ þ 3Þþ
sðn 1Þ þ lðnÞ: To see this bound on the size, observe that the proof is built as
follows. For each kAf0; y; ng; take the LK-De Morgan proofs of the 2ðn þ 1Þn þ 2
properties for tni and add snk to the left and snkþ1 to the right by weakening. This
gives size qðnÞ þ 2qðnÞð2pðn 1Þ þ 3Þ: Then replace each negated variable :xi by
snk ðxi =0Þ: This gives qðnÞð2pðn 1Þ þ 3Þ additional symbols. Then derive the pseudocomplement properties of tni 1 monotonically in size sðn 1Þ; and those of snk
from these in lðnÞ additional symbols. Finally, the rules of :-introduction
are simulated by cuts on these sequents. This analysis gives us the recurrence
sðnÞ ¼ qðnÞ þ 3qðnÞð2pðn 1Þ þ 3Þ þ sðn 1Þ þ lðnÞ which is easily seen to give a
polynomial. We note that the proofs are not tree-like at all. &
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 7. LK is polynomially bounded if and only if MLK is polynomially bounded.
Proof. Suppose that LK is polynomially bounded. Let tnk be Valiant’s monotone
formulas for all threshold functions [16]. Any other polynomial-size monotone
formulas computing THnk would do as well. Since we are assuming that LK is
polynomially bounded, the pseudocomplement properties of tnk have polynomial-size
LK-proofs. Hence, by Lemma 6, MLK polynomially simulates LK. In particular,
MLK is polynomially bounded.
For the other direction, suppose that MLK is polynomially bounded. We shall use
the following translation of non-monotone sequents to monotone ones. Suppose we
have a formula that uses only variables x1 ; y; xn : Take another set of variables
y1 ; y; yn that will represent the negations of the xi ’s. Given a sequent
SAG
in De Morgan normal form, we shall translate it into the following monotone
sequent:
ðx1 3y1 Þ; y; ðxn 3yn Þ; S0 AG0 ; ðx1 4y1 Þ; y; ðxn 4yn Þ;
0

ð3Þ

0

where S ; G are obtained from S; G by replacing all :xi by yi ; for i ¼ 1; y; n:
Clearly, the ﬁrst sequent is a tautology if and only if the second is. Hence, if SAG is a
tautology, we have, by our assumption, a polynomial size MLK proof of the second
sequent. Thus it remains to show that a proof of the translation in MLK can be
transformed into at most polynomially larger proof of the original sequent in LK.
But this is trivial. First replace yi ’s back to :xi ’s in the whole MLK proof. Then add
proofs of sequents Axi 3:xi and apply cuts to remove these disjunctions from (3).
Do the same thing (more precisely, the dual thing) with the consequent. &

6. Conclusions and open problems
We do not know if our simulation of LK by MLK (of monotone sequents) can be
improved to a polynomial simulation. The bottleneck of our proof are the threshold
formulas. By Lemma 6 to get a polynomial simulation it would sufﬁce to replace
them by monotone formulas of polynomial size and ﬁnd polynomial size proofs of
the properties of these formulas in LK. While there are explicit constructions of
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polynomial size monotone threshold formulas (an easy corollary of the construction
of log-depth sorting network [1]), it is at all not clear whether the conditions can be
proven for such formulas by polynomial size proofs. The most direct approach
would be to formalize the proof of [1] in LK. This would require, in particular, to
prove that the expander graphs used in the construction have the expansion
properties. We are not aware of any ‘low-level’ proof of the expansion properties,
thus this seems to be an essential obstacle.
As expander graphs proved to be very useful in many applications, it may be of
independent interest to know if a tautology expressing such a property for some
graph has polynomial size proofs. Let rnk be (nonmonotone) formulas expressing
THnk and such that the basic conditions (the sequents of Lemmas 4 and 5) have
polynomial size LK proofs for these formulas. (Such formulas are well-known [4]; it
does not matter which we choose, since their equivalence is provable by polynomialsize proofs.) Let G be a graph such that for some k and l; every set of vertices X of
size k expands to size l by G; which means that there are at least l vertices that either
belong to X or are connected by an edge to X : Let the set of vertices of G be
f1; y; ng and the set of edges of G be E: The following tautology expresses the
expansion property of G:
!
_
_
n
n
rk ðx1 ; y; xn Þ-rl x1 3
xj ; y; xn 3
xj :
ð4Þ
ð1;jÞAE

ðn;jÞAE

The interesting case is when the degree of G is constant and for some constants
0oeodo1; k is asymptotically en and l is asymptotically dn: Does there exist a
graph G such that for such parameters sequent (4) has a polynomial size LK proof?
The complexity of MLK proofs of the general PHP is also an open problem. Thus
it is not totally excluded that this tautology can be used to show a superpolynomial
gap between LK and MLK.
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